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Abstract
This thesis is about an implementation of an educational computer game to assist toddlers in reading first sight words.

It is widely known that children associate with fun and enjoyable activities better than homework and work books that strike more as a chore. Computer games are a growing entertainment industry that many researchers found have given some knowledge as well as invites game players to learn. It has been widely accepted that players learn from the computer games they play. The benefits most computer games give have attracted attention to educators as well as researchers. Although many games have been made, only a few attempted to mix education principles into the games. Amongst these few educational games, a small fraction is made to help children with an age range of 3-12 in many educational sections such as mathematics, science and language art.

This thesis’ implementation of an educational game would be grouped into the language section. It aims to combine educational principles into a game that has both flow and fun; in doing so, brings children to learn to multiple learning as well as improving concentration and prolonging children’s attention span. Designed to fit the particular age range of 3-8 years old, the thesis must look at key behavioral of the targeted players and fit the written theories to a working educational game.

This thesis contains an educational game that assists toddlers in reading and procedures to installation manual. Surveys are conducted to view feedbacks received both from teachers and kindergarten children. Survey results are beneficial to not only add some insights to designing an educational game in the language art category but also to provide an opportunity for a future analysis report on learning style of children in response to the IT world today.
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